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Introduction
Research collaboration is an important topic. This study uses link prediction to recommend potential
research collaborations in hot research areas of science map.
Link prediction aims at estimating the likelihood of the existence of links between nodes. After
comparing 32 predictors of link prediction to examine which predictor is more accurate in the context of
science map. We use the more accurate predictor to look for opportunities for future collaboration in
research institution collaboration networks. A case study for Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) is
present. It is expected that CAS scientists could identify the most fruitful targets for future collaboration
in hot research areas.
Previous Work: Science Map and Research Area
Two period global Science Map were generated and hot research areas were identified as Figure 1. The
Science Map’s data is from top 1% highly cited papers in ESI. First research fronts are created by cocitation clustering of highly cited paters. Then hot research areas are also created by co-citation clustering
of research fronts and then form a science map visualized by Gravity Model mapping (a force-directed
method) at the level of research area.
Figure 1. Science Map (2002-2007, left) , Science Map (2004-2009, right) and their properties

Data
Highly cited papers
Research fronts
Hot research areas

Science Map
(2002-2007)
18 203
2 300
121

Science Map
(2004-2009)
16 397
2 094
132

Methods
Institution collaboration network Weight networks of co-authorships at institution level in hot research
areas are constructed respectively in two period.
Link prediction techniques Every network is split into two parts for trainning(90%) and
testing(10%), then 32 similarity-based predictors of link prediction are compared to examine which
predictor is more accurate in the context of science map. Predictors include local-information-based
similarity, such as Common Neighbors(CN), Salton Index, Jaccard Index, Hub Promoted Index(HPI),
Leicht-Holme-Newman Index(LHNI), Preferential Attachment Index(PA), Resource Allocation
Index(RA), path-based-similarity, such as Local Path Index(LP), Katz Index, random-walk-based
similarity, such as Random Walk with Restart(RWR),SimRank, Local Random Walk(LRW),Superposed
Random Walk(SRW) etc.
Recommendations for CAS Generally researchers working on the same topic would collaborate more
possibly. Therefore, top 5 recommendation organizations in every hot research area are selected by two
criterions: 1) Top ranked in the list of link predictor’s recommendation. 2) Has co-occurrence (not coauthorship) relationship with CAS in one research front.

Recommendation result
Evaluation of link prediction algorithms Thirty-two predictors have their own different underlying
philosophies and yield different accuracy in respect of two index, precision and AUC. Every predictor in
every research area and mean value of all research areas was calculated in two periods science map. As
showed in Figure 2, all predictor’s mean value are highly consistent in both two science maps, it is means
that the predictors are stable in the context of science map and the method could be effect. Among the 32
predictors, weighted Resource Allocation predictor has the highest precision and the almost highest AUC.
So we could choose weighted Resource Allocation predictor in the following recommendation.
Figure 2. Precision and AUC of link prediction predictors

The case recommendations in some hot research area for CAS are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Example of collaboration recommendations for CAS in Science Map 2004-2009
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Conclusion
A possible approach was provided to suggest research collaborations based on science map. The accuracy
from the perspective of predicted is not high when testing in continues research area of different period.
Following we should combine the index and attribute of research area to improve the accuracy.
Furthermore, machine learning algorithm could be considered.
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